
Quotes from pre-publication reviews

‘This book will undoubtedly be welcomed by the extensive engineering community
concerned with the impact of ocean waves on ships, off-shore structures, coastal
protection, dikes, harbours, beaches and tidal basins . . . The book contains a trove
of practical information on all aspects of waves in the open ocean and coastal
regions . . . providing an invaluable source of information.’
K. Hasselmann, Director (retired) of the Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorolo-
gie, Hamburg, and Emeritus Professor of Theoretical Geophysics, University of
Hamburg, Germany

‘The author, well-known for his work in wave modeling and the development of the
SWAN model, provides a valuable introduction to ocean wave statistics, generation
by wind, and modeling in deep and shallow water. . . . The book will be very helpful
to students, as well as professionals, interested in wind-wave wave modeling. All
SWAN users will want a copy.’
R.A. Dalrymple, Williard & Lillian Hackerman Professor of Civil Engineering,
Johns Hopkins University, USA

‘. . . the best introduction to practical engineers to grasp the directional spectral
wave approach. . . . The book is excellent not only as a textbook for students but
also as a reference book for professionals.’
Y. Goda, Executive Advisor to ECOH CORPORATION, Emeritus Professor of Civil
Engineering, Yokohama National University, Director-General (retired) of the Port
and Airport Research Institute, Japan

‘. . . ideally suited as a reference work for advanced undergraduate and graduate
students and researches. . . . The book is a “must have” for engineers and scien-
tists interested in the ocean. . . . The book explains quite complex processes with
remarkable clarity and the use of informative examples. Drawing on the author’s
international reputation as a researcher in the field, the book brings together classical
theory and state of the art techniques in a consistent framework. It is an invaluable
reference for students, researchers and practitioners.’
I. Young, Vice-Chancellor and President of Swinburne University of Technology,
Australia
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‘This is a great book. The author is one of the leading experts in the field of waves
who has taught the subject for over 20 years – and it shows. The book has a broad
scope, which would be of interest to students just learning the subject, as well as
professionals who wish to broaden their range of knowledge or who want to refresh
their memory . . . recommended for introductory as well as advanced students and
professionals.’
J. W. Kamphuis, Emeritus Professor of Civil Engineering, Queen’s University,
Canada

‘This book presents an original and refreshing view on nearly all topics which are
required nowadays to deal with wind generated waves at the sea surface. . . . The
logical structure . . . and the fact that it avoids complex numbers and vector notation
will . . . facilitate its comprehension.’
A. Sánchez-Arcilla, Professor of Coastal Engineering, Universitat Politècnica de
Catalunya, Spain

‘. . . highlights key concepts, unites seemingly unconnected theories, and unlocks
the complexity of the sea. [This book] will become an important reference for
students, coastal and ocean engineers, and oceanographers.’
J. Smith, Editor, International Conference on Coastal Engineering, US Army Engi-
neer Research and Development Center, USA

‘. . . Although several books on waves already exist, I find this new contribution
particularly valuable . . . I will thus particularly recommend [it] for people wishing to
acquire and understand the key-concepts and essential notions on waves in oceanic
and coastal waters.’
M. Benoit, Research Engineer, Laboratoire National d’Hydraulique, France

‘This book is exceptionally well organized for teachers who want a thorough intro-
duction to ocean waves in nature. It fills a key gap in text books, between overly
simplistic treatments of ocean waves and detailed theoretical/mathematical trea-
tises beyond the needs of most students. I found the text very clear and readable.
Explanations and derivations within this book are both innovative and instructive
and the focus on key elements required to build a strong foundation in ocean waves
remains strong throughout the book.’
D. T. Resio, Chief Research and Development Advisor, US Army Engineer Research
& Development Center, USA
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WAVES IN OCEANIC AND COASTAL WATERS

Waves in Oceanic and Coastal Waters describes the observation, analysis and prediction
of wind-generated waves in the open ocean, in shelf seas, and in coastal regions. The
book brings graduate students, researchers and engineers up-to-date with the science and
technology involved, assuming only a basic understanding of physics, mathematics and
statistics.

Most of this richly illustrated book is devoted to the physical aspects of waves. After
introducing observation techniques for waves, both at sea and from space, the book defines
the parameters that characterize waves. Using basic statistical and physical concepts, the
author discusses the prediction of waves in oceanic and coastal waters, first in terms of
generalized observations, and then in terms of the more theoretical framework of the spectral
energy balance: their origin (generation by wind), their transformation to swell (dispersion),
their propagation into coastal waters (shoaling, refraction, diffraction and reflection), the
interaction amongst themselves (wave-wave interactions) and their decay (white-capping,
bottom friction, and surf-breaking). He gives the results of established theories and also
the direction in which research is developing. The book ends with a description of SWAN
(Simulating Waves Nearshore), the preferred computer model of the engineering community
for predicting waves in coastal waters.

Early in his career, the author was involved in the development of techniques to measure
the directional characteristics of wind-generated waves in the open sea. He contributed to
various projects, in particular the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP), which laid
the scientific foundation for modern wave prediction. Later, he concentrated on advanced
research and development for operational wave prediction and was thus involved in the
initial development of the computer models currently used for global wave prediction at
many oceanographic and meteorological institutes in the world. More recently, he initiated,
supervised and co-authored SWAN, the computer model referred to above, for predicting
waves in coastal waters. For ten years he co-chaired the Waves in Shallow Environments
(WISE) group, a world wide forum for research and development underlying operational
wave prediction. He has published widely on the subject and teaches at the Delft University
of Technology and UNESCO-IHE in the Netherlands.
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Preface

In my position as associate professor at Delft University of Technology and as
a guest lecturer at UNESCO-IHE (Delft, the Netherlands), I have for more than
20 years, with great pleasure, supported students and professionals in their study of
ocean waves. At Delft University I have had, in addition, the opportunity to work
with colleagues, notably Nico Booij, on developing numerical wave models, one
of which (SWAN) has widely been accepted as an operational model for predicting
waves in coastal waters.

Over the years, I have made notes to assist these professionals, students and
myself, during courses, workshops and training sessions. With the growing interest
and willingness of others to formalise these (mostly handwritten) notes, I found
that I should make the effort myself. The result is this book Waves in Oceanic and
Coastal Waters, which provides an introduction to the observation, analysis and
prediction of wind-generated waves in the open ocean, in shelf seas and in coastal
regions. The title of the book is a little prosaic because I want to focus directly on
the subject matter of the book. A more poetic title would be Waves of The Blue
Yonder, which would convey better the awe and mystery that I feel when watching
waves at sea, wondering where they come from and what they have seen on their
journey across the oceans. The cover photo illustrates this feeling beautifully.

Understanding the text of the book requires some basic knowledge of physics,
mathematics and statistics. The text on observing waves (Chapter 2) is descriptive;
no mathematics or statistics is used. Understanding the text on describing ocean
waves (Chapters 3 and 4) does require some knowledge of mathematics and statis-
tics, since concepts of analytical integration and probabilities are used. The text
on the linear theory of surface gravity waves (Chapters 5 and 7) and the text on
modelling wind-generated waves (Chapters 6 and 8) rely heavily on the concepts
of conservation of mass, momentum and energy. Therefore, some background in
physics is needed. These concepts are expressed with partial differential equa-
tions, so some background in mathematics is also needed. Finally, the book ends
in Chapter 9 with a description of the fundamentals of SWAN (both its physical
principles and numerical techniques).

I first treat waves in oceanic waters and later in coastal waters. The reason for this
separation is both didactic and practical: the physical processes increase in number

xiii
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xiv Preface

and complexity as waves move from the ocean into coastal waters. Describing
waves in the oceans therefore gives a good introduction to the more challenging
subject of waves in coastal waters. In addition, many readers will be interested only
in the ocean environment and need not be bothered with the coastal environment.

I am well aware that many formulations in this book can be written in vector or
complex notation. Such notation would make for compact reading for those who are
familiar with it. However, students who are not familiar with it would not readily
absorb the material presented, so I have chosen not to use it. With a few exceptions,
I have written in terms of components rather than vectors and real quantities rather
than complex quantities. Concerning the references in the book: I have used a fair
number of these, to (a) refer to specific information, (b) indicate where issues are
being discussed and (c) refer to books and articles for further reading. I have not
tried to be complete in this. That would be nearly impossible, if only because of
the continual appearance of new publications. Moreover, any subject is accessible
on the Internet, which is completely up to date, including electronic versions of
scientific and engineering journals.

If this book helps professionals to enjoy their work more, students to pursue their
interest in waves and others to look at waves with an informed eye, it has more than
served its purpose.

L. H. Holthuijsen, Delft
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